
⚫ Lecture & Classroom Exercise：
The goal is to acquire the necessary techniques and knowledge, 
of concepts and steps, for Lean Implementation.  Learn, through 
lectures, basic methods and utilization such as How to Find Muda, 
5S, Visualization, Standard Work and How to Create Standard 
Work; also conduct exercises on the “Basic Kaizen Sheets,” 
actual Kaizen based on Standard Work, and more - all of which 
promote smooth on-site Gemba Kaizen Activities.

⚫ On-site Gemba Kaizen Activity:
Kaizen activity at actual manufacturing shop-floor         
You will practice the activity using the  “3-Gen” Principle (Actual 
site, Actual things, Actual facts) to gain the abilities needed for 
Kaizen, and learn Kaizen  techniques: Gemba observation, 
understanding the current situation,  material and information 
flow, operation time measurement, utilizing Kaizen tools, 
methods to find waste and Kaizen needs, setting Kaizen goals and 
Kaizen suggestions, implementation of Kaizen, verification and 
establishment of the Kaizen cycle, and more...

➢ Date: October 26(Mon) -29(Thu), 2020 

Gemba Kaizen
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Award Certificate

※Optional Tour：Toyota Motor Plant Tour(Friday)

How do you work to utilize and operate Lean Production (Lean) on various shop-floors?  The SGC Gemba 
Kaizen Seminar is a hands-on practice seminar to work on Kaizen centered on the theme of how to 
approach Lean on a real production shop-floor. You can learn how to promote Kaizen in your company 
through experience of conducting actual Kaizen; be reborn as a true “Kaizen expert” to lead work on Kaizen 
activities in your organization. 

➢ Venue:
Wakayama,
JAPAN

➢ Fee:

US$4,500*
including Lecture, 
Textbook, On-site Plant 
Training, Meal (4 lunches, 
1 dinner) ＊Airfare, accommodations, and travel insurance are not included.     

➢ Consultant ： Shigeru Narita
Worked for Toyota Boshoku for about 40 years. Directly instructed and educated by TPS’s father, 
Taichi Ohno in this period. Narita is one of the last generation to interact with Mr. Ohno. 
More than half of his enrollment, has involved in TPS promotion activities and adopted and 
instructed TPS at group companies of Toyota in Toyota Autonomous Study Group. After serving 
as Managing Director of each Toyota Boshoku Plant, served as President and Representative 
Director of Toyota Boshoku affiliate, and he also contributed deeply to company management.

➢ What you learn at this seminar

Acquire basic Kaizen methods
Learn the basics of Kaizen and its 
core concepts, rooted in the TPS. 
Foster your own in-house Kaizen 
experts by thoroughly practicing 
Kaizen activities and their 
practicality.


